
"Controversial Vaccine Bill Passes, Drawing
Ire From Some Parents" Look at the biased
language in this article. I actually watched
the legislation session live and the media is
full of shit.
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level 1
orangearbuds
9 points · 2 days ago

SS:

Okay for starters, notice they don't show any pictures of the whole room. They zoom way in on
the crowd so you won't know there were thousands.

Then they say there were "dozens" of doctors and nurses there in support of the bill. No, there
were like 5. And they got all the time to speak they wanted. There actually were dozens of
doctors and nurses there, but they were AGAINST the bill.

Bobby Kennedy was even there and they didn't let him speak.

There was not one pro-vax parent there. The entire crowd was against the bill and yet the
legislators passed that shit anyway.

The media relies on pharmaceutical advertising so there's no way they're gonna report on this
properly.

level 2
YouNeverLeft
3 points · 1 day ago

It is very angering to hear what really happened compared to how it was "reported" to the rest of
the nation. The media is our biggest obstacle in this fight to educate people. Anybody still
"plugged in" is getting a completely false perspective of the world.
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I bet they want to induce autism on as many kids as possible because autistic kids make good
victims for them.

You can set up special schools for them and abuse the hell out of them all day and they lack the
capacity to articulate their abuse to their parents and then you can just discredit them saying they
don't know what they're talking about if they do tell on you.

I wouldn't be in the least bit surprised if the adrenochrome harvested from autistic kids taste
especially sweet to them too.

These people are so evil it defies all levels of comprehension and understanding, you can't put
nothing past them...

For what other reasons are they trying to induce autism on so many kids, does somebody have a
better Theory?
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DruidicMagic
4 points · 2 days ago

Five people cry and they get national attention. Can the media try any harder to make an issue
out of thin air?
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